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QUESTION OF: STRENGTHENING NATIONAL CAPACITIES FOR CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AND LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS FOR SUSTAINABLE PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT

The General Assembly,

Alarmed by the rise in social tension which is triggering complex interaction among ethnic and religious groups, thus endangering peace and unity among citizens,

Noting with regret that certain countries lack necessary tools and technology as well as expertise to deal with conflict before and during its outbreak,

Deploring the fact that women are prone to be used as tools of war and that their participation in conflict management is minimal,

Further deploring that non-state actors acts threatens international peace and security, thus hindering development globally,

Alarmed by the proliferation of unethical arms trade, nuclear weapons and arms trafficking worldwide which jeopardises global peace and development,

1. Appeals to Member States to provide more resources to developing countries which often have to deal with the most conflicting situations so that they can address them adequately;

2. Fully supports the request for UN Peacekeeping officers to assess the state of each country in terms of sustainable peace and development on a regular basis through reports;

3. Urges institutions in all nations to sensitize its citizens about the dangers and consequences of conflicts;
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4. **Appeals to** UN organizations to provide humanitarian assistance to people in dire needs or who are at risk of suffering hardships due to crises, conflicts or natural disasters;

5. **Calls upon** all leaders to invest in ways and measures to promote peace and to develop their country;

6. **Urges** Member States to create a global action strategic plan through international cooperation for the exchange of technology and knowledge;

7. **Invites** more women to participate in conflict management programs through sensitization campaigns as well as by enhancing mechanism for participation;

8. **Recommends** the development of a legal and institutional framework to fight crimes;

9. **Encourages** Member States to review laws for arms permit, to implement strict legislations for arms control and prevent illegal arms trade for proper conflict management and proper border control;

10. **Suggests** the implementation of more punitive laws sanctioning the actions of non-state actors with the aim of regulating conflict management.